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Learning Objectives

• Definition
• Responsibility
• Origins and Framework
• Cash Receipts Controls
• Audit Findings
• Available Tools
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Definition
• “A process, affected by an entity’s board of directors, 

management and other personnel, designed to 
provide reasonable assurance regarding the 
achievement of objectives in effectiveness and 
efficiency of operations, reliability of financial 
reporting, and compliance with applicable laws and 
regulations.” 
– Internal controls are activities or procedures 

designed to provide reasonable assurance that 
operations are “going according to plan.” 
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Responsibility
• Who is responsible for implementing internal 

controls?
• Management – Including the Governing Board

• Who is responsible for monitoring internal 
control compliance?

• Management – Including the Governing Board

• Who is responsible for following internal 
controls?

• Everyone!
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Origins and Framework

• The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations 
(COSO) of the Treadway Commission 

• Five Elements of Internal Controls
– Control environment 
– Risk assessment 
– Control activities 
– Communication
– Monitoring
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Control Environment

• “TONE AT THE TOP”
– The governing board sets the proper tone for the 

control environment when it establishes and 
communicates a code of ethics, requires ethical 
and honest behavior from all employees, observes 
the same rules it expects others to follow, and 
requires appropriate conduct from everyone in 
the organization. 
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Cash Receipts Control Environment

• Communicating expectation for properly 
handling cash.

• Requiring employees to adhere to legal 
requirements for timely deposit.

• Performing an adequate review of reports 
completed by employees, including 
management.
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Risk Assessment

• Identify those events, conditions or risks that 
could significantly affect the achievement of 
the organization’s objectives.
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Risk Assessment (continued)

• Opportunity
– Cash, high theft assets, control over assets

• Unfamiliarity
– Newer programs or processes

• Complexity
– Difficult or complex programs
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Risk Assessment (continued)

• Change
– Turnover or change in program

• Rapid Growth
– Fast growth without increased staff / resources
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Understand the Risk

• Inherent Risk - Higher opportunity with liquid 
assets, such as cash.

• Fraud Triangle - Pressure, Rationalization and 
Opportunity

• Focus on What You Can Control - Opportunity
• Understand Your Process, Ask Questions and 

Limit Opportunity
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Cash Receipts Risk

• Incomplete or Untimely Recording 
– Unable to identify pertinent details needed for 

adequate oversight, risk of substitution.

• Untimely Depositing 
– Longer the cash remains un-deposited, high risk it 

will be mishandled.

• Inaccurate Reporting to the Board
– Concealment of theft. 
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Cash Receipts Process

• Collection of payment
• Documenting the transaction (receipt)
• Safeguarding and depositing collections
• Recording in the accounting records
• Reconciling the accounting and banking 

records
• Reporting the activity to the managing Board
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Determine Risks by 
Asking Questions

• Where is cash collected? 
• Who is collecting, recording and depositing cash? 
• Can unauthorized employees access cash prior to 

deposit?
• Are reconciliations completed?
• How timely are reconciliations performed?
• Could cash be stolen without detection? 
• Will accounting errors be detected? 
• What happens if there is a discrepancy?
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Cash Receipts Risk Assessment
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Control Activities

• Policies and procedures designed by 
management to help ensure that the 
organization’s objectives and goals are not 
negatively impacted by internal or external 
risks. 
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Cash Receipts Control Activities
• Directive Controls:

– Job description, cash receipt policies

• Preventative Controls:
– Segregation of duties, restricted computer access

• Detective Controls:
– Reconciliations, inventories, budget vs. actual 

reports

• Corrective Controls:
– Employee training, management assessment
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Understand the Need for Controls
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Understand the Need for Controls
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Understand the Need for Controls
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Assessing Controls

• Continuously assess controls that may be in 
place and determining if they are working 
properly and are efficient and effective.
– Cash is safeguarded until deposit
– Deposits are made timely and intact
– Accounting records are accurate
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Information and Communication

• Each employee should:
– Understand their role 
– Understand how their actions relate to others.
– Understand that they have a responsibility to 

communicate problems they notice. 

• Information and communication MUST be 
allowed to flow in all directions.
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Information and Communication

• Training opportunities
– Annual

• Review of policies and procedures
• Addressing consequences
• Reporting of inaccuracies
• Exceptions
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Cash Receipts Information and 
Communication

• How are cash receipts documented and by 
whom?

• What happens if an employee violates 
depositing policies and regulations?

• Who is providing oversight to detect 
inaccuracies?

• How can you provide confidence to taxpayers 
that cash is safeguarded?
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Monitoring

• Monitoring determines whether or not 
policies and procedures are being followed.

• Monitoring identifies significant control 
deficiencies timely. 
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Monitoring

• Converting policies to actions
• Personnel policies, contracts and bargaining 

agreements
• No consequences
• Finding the cracks

– Follow-up questions
– Walking the spaces
– See the evidence
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Cash Receipts Monitoring

• Supervisory review of issued receipts to 
identify any missing records (sequence check).

• Reconciliations of cash receipts to bank 
statements and accounting records.

• Requiring reports be submitted to and 
periodically reviewed by the Board.
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Don’t take someone’s word for it.

• Do not forget to ask follow-up 
questions and ask for evidence. 
“Show Me… Let me see…”
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Audit Findings
• Comprehensive cash collections policies were 

not developed.
• Collections lacked supporting documentation. 
• Incomplete and inaccurate collection records 

were maintained.
• Deposits were not made timely or intact.
• Accurate and timely reconciliations were not 

maintained or reported to management.
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Available Tools
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Available Tools

• CPA Audit Reports
• OSC Audit Reports
• Policy Manuals and Procedures
• Training
• Other Municipalities/Districts
• Associations
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Thank You
Division of Local Government and School Accountability

localtraining@osc.ny.gov




